
Workshop Companion Guide
Episode III: Get Your Story

What we cover in this episode

In this episode we delve deeper into story development with the three-act story structure and show an example of how the 
structure works in action with the award-winning ‘Best Film’ from the Nextwave 2019 competition. We also go over scripting 
your film and how to edit and revise your story.

• Three act story structure
o What is it? 
o Applying it to your story idea
o “The Making of Art” short film viewing

• Scripting your film
o 3 different examples of scripting techniques

• Revising and refining
o 3 tips for editing and refining a draft of a script

Discussion leaders

Topics for individual and group discussion:

• Three-act structure: What other film or story examples can you think of that fit into the three- act story structure?

• Traditional, improv, or short story: Which of the 3 different scripting examples shown did you prefer? What do you think 
would be easiest to translate onto film? You can find the examples on the Nextwave website. 

• Three tips for starting the scripting process: Which of the three tips shown did you like the most? Were there any you’d 
think you’d be uncomfortable doing?

Activities

• Choose one of the four images and create a simple story to go with it. Write a setting (time and place) create a 
character, and give them a motivation or a goal.

• OPTIONAL Apply this simple story structure to “The Making of Art”. You can find the structure template on the 
Nextwave Online Activity Sheet for episode III on the Nextwave website. This structure is very similar to the structure 
that the writers at Pixar use. 

• OPTIONAL Take the 3 examples of scripting styles from the video, split your class up into 3 groups and have each group 
film a specific style. 

• OPTIONAL Create a synopsis for your film. Start with a one paragraph summary of what your film is about. How can 
you communicate who your character is, what they want to achieve and whether they succeed or not? When you’re 
done, give it to a friend or a family member to see if they understand it. 



Activity 1: Choose an image and create a simple story 

Activity 2: Apply this simple story structure to “The 
Making of Art”.

Workshop Activity Worksheet 
Episode III: Get Your Story

Where is this story set?

Who is your character?

What is your character’s goal?

There was once a character called ____________ Each day __________ until one 
day__________.

Because of that, this happened_________________ And then, this 
happened_________________

Until finally _____________.

Did you know that the 
writers at Pixar use a 
very similar structure 

when writing their 
films?

Activity 3: Create a short synopsis for your film. Start 
with a rough one paragraph summary of what your 

film is about. 
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Now try and simplify your synopsis down to one sentence. 

Show the two synopses you’ve written to a friend or family member. What did they think?

Don’t be afraid of constructive 
criticism!

Try and show your work to 
someone regularly, it helps you 
keep it fresh and can help you 

tackle writer’s block!


